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Analytical chemistry short notes pdf

What is analytical chemistry? Is the branch method of analytical chemistry applications? Analytical chemistry is a branch of chemistry that analyzes different materials. Includes the separation, identification and quantitativeization of the material. Includes the use of classical methods along with modern methods, including the use of scientific tools. Analytical chemistry includes the
following methods: the separation process separates the required chemical species that are supposed to be analyzed from a mixture. The identification of the material of the analysis is obtained through qualitative analysis method. The concentration of analyte in a given mixture can be determined by quantitative analysis method. Today, analytical chemistry generally involves the
use of modern and complex tools. However, the principles on which these tools are built can be traced back to more traditional techniques. The recommended methods of films used in analytical chemistry, the methods used to identify and quantify the analysis in the field of analytical chemistry can be widely divided into classical and instrumental methods. 1. There are many
classic methods to check the presence or absence of a specific compound in the given analysis. One of these examples is acid testing for gold. Another example of a classic method for qualitative analysis is the Castelmeier test, which uses phenolfthalin as an indicator to investigate the presence of hemoglobin in the given analyte. Flame tests can be used to investigate the
presence of specific elements in an analysis by exposing it to flame and observing flame discoloration. Graviometric analysis is a classic quantitative analysis method, which can be used in analytical chemistry to determine the amount of water in a hydrate by heating it and calculating the weight of lost water. One of the better known classical methods of quantitative analysis is
volumetric analysis (also known as titration). In the titration method, a reactant is added to the analite to obtain a point of equivalence. 2- Spectroscopy of instrumental methods includes measuring the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and atoms or molecules belonging to a sample. Mass spectroscopy is used to measure the mass ratio of molecule to charge by using
electric fields and magnetic fields. Electrochemical analysis is a common tool used in the field of analytical chemistry. In this method, the analyte is placed in an electrochemical cell and the voltage or current in which it flows is measured. The interaction between analyte and energy is studied as heat in the field of analytical chemistry known as calorimetry. A calorie meter is a tool
used to measure the heat of a chemical reaction. It can be noted that even biological With the help of this branch, they are made of chemistry, and this field is known as biodegradation chemistry. The branches of analytical chemistry of the two sub- branches are subjected to analytical chemistry, i.e. quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis, which can be explained as follows.
These two methods form the backbone of many analytical chemistry training laboratories. 1. Quantitative quantitative analysis is a method for determining the absolute or relative quantity about the concentration of one or more substances found in a sample or compound. Take, for example, an example of an unknown solid. Chemians first use qualitative methods to identify what
type of compound is in the sample, then adopt quantitative analysis to determine the exact amount or quantity of the compound in the sample. Some quantitative analysis techniques include graphical analysis and volumetric analysis. 2. Quality of qualitative analysis means the standard or specificity of a material. Therefore, qualitative analysis method determines the quality of a
specific compound, regardless of its quantity or concentration. Simply put, qualitative analysis does not measure the amount of matter, but rather measures the quality of that material. One of the best examples of this type of method is the observation of a chemical reaction, whether there is a change in color or not. Qualitative analysis can be measured in various ways such as
chemical tests, flame tests, etc. Several such experiments are widely used in salt analysis (identification of cation &amp; anion of non-member salts). 3. The importance of analytical chemistry is a branch that is taught in almost all schools and colleges. But its applications are made in pharmaceutical industries, food factories, chemical industries, agricultural industries and in
scientific laboratories. The tools used for this purpose are quite expensive that one cannot afford at home. The applications of analytical chemistry are some of the most important applications of this branch of chemistry listed below. The shelf-life of many drugs is determined by analytical chemistry. It is used to investigate the existence of adulterers in drugs. Soil can be tested to
check the proper concentration of minerals and nutrients that are necessary for plant growth. In the chromatography process where a person's blood samples are classified, it is used. The concentration of pesticide and drug residues in a given food sample can also be determined through analytical chemistry. It also has many important applications in medicine, using it to test
cholesterol and glucose levels in a blood sample. Analytical chemistry is an integral part of forensic science, clinical analysis, and even environmental analysis. Thus, a brief introduction in the field of analytical chemistry in this field is presented. To learn more about this branch of chemistry along with other branches such as inorganic chemistry, sign up with BYJU's and download
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frequently ask questions such as: What is this substance? Answers to these and many other similar questions are provided by analytical chemistry techniques and methods. They are in common with a wide range of activities, and the demand for analytical data of a chemical nature is growing steadily. Geologists, biologists, environmental scientists and materials, physicists,
pharmacists, doctors and engineers may all consider it necessary to use or rely on some of the analysis techniques described in this book. If we look at some forty or fifty years, chemical analysis focused on perhaps three main areas: qualitative testing, quantitative determination, especially with 'classic' techniques such as titerimetry and gravimetry, and structural analysis with
methods that require painstaking and time-consuming calculations. Today's analytical chemist has armor from automated instrument techniques, systems and computers that enable analytical measurements to be performed more easily, faster and more accurately. However, there are still problems for the warless! Unless the chemist has a complete analysis. From the principles,
practice and limitations of any technique it uses, the results may be inaccurate, ambiguous, misleading or null. From years of emphasis on the importance of following appropriate analytical procedures to a large number of students with widely different abilities, backgrounds and degrees of enthusiasm, the authors have developed an up-to-day and unified approach to the study of
analytical chemistry and its applications. Day-to-day operations surveys of many other industrial and analytical laboratories in britain, Europe and the USA have shown which techniques are most widely used, and are of such limited use that widespread coverage would be inappropriate at this level. Therefore, the text contains analytical techniques that are commonly used by most
analytical laboratories at this time. It is intended both to complement those in inorganic, organic and physical chemistry in the Instant Notes series, and to provide students in chemistry and other disciplines some tips on using analytical techniques where they relate to their work. We have not given extended accounts of complex or more specialized analytical techniques that may
be studied beyond the first and second year periods. Nevertheless, the substance should serve as an overview of the subject for those studying at a more advanced level or working in analytical laboratories, and useful for revision purposes. The layout of the book is determined by the series format and with the requirements of the overall analytical process. Regardless of the
disciplinary from which chemical analysis arises, common questions should be asked: ● ● ● ● ● ● ● How should a representative sample be obtained? What should be determined and with how little accuracy? What other components exist and will they interfere with analytical measurements? How much material is available for analysis, and how many samples are supposed to be
analyzed? What instrumentation is supposed to be used? How reliable is the data generated? These questions and related questions are considered in sections A and B. Most of the next sections provide notes on the principles, instrumentation and applications of both individuals and technique groups. Where there are appropriate supplementary texts, they are referred to and
some suggestions are made about consultation with the original literature. We assumed a background roughly equivalent to UK A-level chemistry or a period of US general chemistry. Some simplistic mathematical thetress have been done; However, the texts listed under Further Reading give more comprehensive accounts and provide more examples of applications. 9. x Preface
we have to thank all those who have helped develop this text, especially many tool manufacturers who generously provide examples and images, and especially Perkin Elmer Ltd. and Sherwood Scientific Ltd. (UK). We would also like to thank our colleagues who allowed us to consult freely and not least, the many generations of our students who found questions and problems
that we thought none existed! DK PJH 10. Section A - The nature and scope of analytical chemistry chemistry, its functions and applications A1 is a key note of NALYTICAL defining analytical chemistry of a scientific discipline used to study the chemical composition, structure and behavior of matter. The purpose of chemical analysis is to collect and interpret chemical information
that will be valued for the community in a wide range of fields. Scope and quality control applications in manufacturing industries, monitoring clinical and environmental samples, evaluating geological samples, and supporting fundamental and applied research are the main applications. Related topics defining analytical problems and methods (A2) chemical sensors and biosensor
(H1) automated methods (H2) computer control and data collection (H3) increase data and database (H4) analytical chemistry includes the use of a range of techniques and methodologies to obtain and evaluate qualitative, quantitative and structural information about the nature of the material. ● Qualitative analysis identifies elements, species and/or compounds found in a
sample. ● Quantitative analysis determines the absolute or relative values of elements, species or compounds found in a sample. ● Structural analysis is to determine the spatial arrangement of atoms in an element or molecule or identify the characteristic groups of atoms (functional groups). ● An element, species or compound that is the subject of analysis is known as an
analyte. ● The remainder of the material or sample that the analyte(s) form a part of it is known as the matrix. The purpose of collecting and interpreting qualitative, quantitative and structural information is essential for many aspects of human effort, both earthly and extraterrestrial. Maintenance, and improvement in, quality of life around the world, and resource management rely
heavily on information provided by chemical analysis. Manufacturing industries use analytical data to monitor the quality of raw materials, intermediaries and 11. 2 Part A - The nature and scope of analytical chemistry finished products. Progress and research in many fields depends on the creation of chemical composition of man-made or natural-made materials, and monitoring
of toxic substances in the environment is of increasing importance. Studies of biological systems and other complex systems are supported by collecting large amounts of analytical data. Scope and applications of analytical data are required in a wide range of disciplines and situations that not only include chemistry and most other sciences, from biology to zoology, but also arts,
such as painting Sculpture, and Archaeology. Space exploration and clinical diagnosis are two completely different regions where analytical data are vital. Important areas of application include: ● QUALITY CONTROL (QC). In many manufacturing industries, the chemical composition of raw materials, intermediaries and finished products requires supervision to ensure satisfactory
quality and consistency. Practically all consumer products from automobiles rely on clothing, pharmaceuticals and food, electrical goods, sports equipment and gardening products, in part, in chemical analysis. The food, pharmaceutical and water industries in particular have strict legislation-backed requirements for major components and permitted levels of insensity or pollution.
The electronics industry needs analysis at the above-tracking levels (parts per billion) in relation to the manufacture of semiconductor materials. Automated and computer-controlled methods are used to analyze process-flow in some industries. ● Monitoring and controlling pollutants. The presence of toxic heavy metals (e.g., lead, cadmium and mercury), organic chemicals (e.g.,
biphenyls and polychlorine detergents) and vehicle exhaust gases (carbon oxides, nitrogen and sulfur, and hydrocarbons) in the environment are health risks that need to be monitored by sensitive and accurate methods of analysis, and therapeutic action is taken. Major sources of pollution are gaseous, solid and liquid waste discharged or dumped from industrial sites, and car
exhaust gases. ● Clinical and biological studies. Levels of important nutrients, including trace metals (such as sodium, potassium, calcium and zinc), naturally produce chemicals, such as cholesterol, sugars and urea, and drugs prescribed in the body fluids patients treated by the hospital need to be monitored. The speed of analysis is often a very important factor, and automated
methods are designed for such analyses. ● Geological papers. The commercial value of ore and minerals is determined by certain metal levels that need to be carefully stabilized. Highly accurate and reliable analytical methods should be used for this purpose, and arbitrator laboratories are sometimes used where disputes arise. ● Fundamental and applied research. Chemical
composition and structure of materials used in research programs or developed in multiple disciplines can be of great importance. Where new drugs or materials are synthesized with potential commercial value, a complete chemical characterisation may be required to include significant analytical work. Combined chemistry is an approach used in pharmaceutical research that
produces a very large number of new compounds that require authentication of identity and structure. 12. Part A - The nature and scope of analytical chemistry A2 NALYTICAL problems and key methods of analytical notes analytical problems methods related to selecting or developing topics and Appropriate methods of analysis to provide reliable data in different fields of main
problems are faced with analytical chemists. Each chemical analysis can be broken down into a number of steps that involve taking into view the purpose of the analysis, the quality of the required results and the individual steps in the overall analytical method. Analytical chemistry, functions and applications (A1) sampling and handling of samples (A4) chemical sensors and
biosensor (H1) automated methods (H2) computer control and data collection (H3) increased data and Database (H4) analytical problems are the most important aspect of the analysis is to ensure that it will provide useful and reliable data in qualitative composition and/or a bit of a material or structural information about individual compounds already. Analytical chemists often
have to communicate with other scientists and non-scientists so that the amount and quality of the required information, the time scale of the work is completed and any budgetary constraints are established. The most appropriate analytical technique and method can then be chosen from those who are available or new devised and validate by analyzing known compound
materials and/or structures. It is essential for the analytical chemist to appreciate the objectives of analyzing and understanding the capabilities of various analytical techniques at his disposal without which one cannot choose or develop the most appropriate and cost-effective method. Analytical procedures of steps or steps in a general analytical procedure can be summarized as
follows. ● Defining the problem. Analytical information and level of accuracy are required. Costs, timing, availability of laboratory tools and facilities. ● Choosing techniques and methods. Select the best technique for required analysis, such as chromatography, infrared spectroscopy, titerimetry, thermograviometry. Select the method (as one of the detailed step-by-step instructions
using the selected technique). ● Sampling. A small sample selection of materials is analyzed. Where this is namtgen, specific methods need to be used to ensure that a truly representative sample is obtained (subject A4). 13. Part A - Nature and scope of analytical chemistry ● Pre-treatment or ventilation samples. Converting the sample into a suitable form for detecting or
measuring the level of analyte(s) by the selected technique and method. This may include solving it, converting the analyte(s) into a specific chemical form or separating the analyte(s) from other components of the sample (sample matrix), which can interfere with quantitative detection or measurements. ● Qualitative analysis. Experiment on the sample under specified and
controlled conditions. Test on reference materials for comparison. interpretation of experiments . ● Quantitative analysis. Preparation of standards containing The amounts of analyte(s) or pure reacters react with the analyte(s). Calibration of tools to determine responses to standards under controlled conditions. Measuring instrumental responses for each sample under the same
conditions as standards. All measurements may be repeated to improve data reliability, but this has cost and time implications. Calculation of results and statistical evaluation. ● Preparing reports or certificates of analysis. This should include a summary of their analytical procedures, results and statistical evaluation, and details of any problems it encounters at any stage during the
analysis. ● Check the main problem. The results should be discussed considering their importance and their relationship in solving the main problem. Sometimes repeated analyses or new analyses may be performed. 14. Part A – The nature and scope of A3 chemistry analysis of NALYTICAL techniques and key methods notes the analytical chemical or physicochemical
processes that provide the basis for analytical measurements described as techniques. Analytical methods A is a detailed set of guidelines for specific analysis using a specific technique. Validation of process A method which is analytically investigated for reliability in terms of accuracy, reliability and robustness in relation to its desired applications. The quality of the related subject
in analytical laboratories (A6) there are several analytical techniques of chemical or physicochemical processes that can be used to provide analytical information. Processes relate to a wide range of atomic and molecular properties and phenomena that enable elements and compounds to be identified and/or quantitatively measured under controlled conditions. Contextal
processes define different analytical techniques. More importantly, table 1, along with their suitability for qualitative, quantitative or structural analysis and levels of analysing(s) are mentioned in a sample that can be measured. Atomic and molecular spectroscopy and chromatography, which together include the largest and most widely used groups of techniques, can be further
divided according to their physio-chemical basis. Spectroscopic techniques may involve the propagation or absorption of electromagnetic radiation over a very wide range of energy, and can provide qualitative, quantitative and structural information for analysis of the major components of a low sample to the above-tracking levels. The most important atomic and molecular
spectroscopy techniques and their main applications are listed in Table 2. Chromatography techniques provide mixing component separation devices and simultaneous qualitative and quantitative analysis if needed. Linking chromatography and spectroscopy techniques called hiphenation provides a powerful means of separating and identifying the unknown (Section F).
Electrophoresis is another separation technique with similarities to chromatography, which is especially useful for the separation of charged species. The main separation techniques and their applications are listed in Table 3. Analytical methods of an analytical method include a detailed and step-by-step list of guidelines that should be followed in qualitative, quantitative or
structural analysis of a sample for one or more analyses using a specific technique. It will include a summary and 15. 6 Table 1. Part A - The nature and scope of analytical chemistry analytical techniques and the main applications of property techniques measuring the main areas of gravimetry weight application pure analysis or quantitative composition of stwichyometry known for
the main or partial components of the standard volume of reaction reaction solution with quantitative analysis for major or minor components of atomic and molecular spectroscopy of wavelength and intensity of electromagnetic radiation emitted or absorbed by qualitative analysis, quantitative or structural For the major low-level mass spectrometry components are analyzed or
fragments of it are qualitative or structural for the major low to trace surface components of the isotope ratio of chromatography and electrophoresis various properties of physicochemical qualitative analysis and quantitative separation of mixtures in the major to track chemical thermal analysis levels/ physical changes in the analysis when hot or cold single characterisation or
major/minor mixture of electrochemical parts are analyzed Analysis of electrical properties of analytes in qualitative and quantitative solutions for major to trace radial surface components analysis of ionizing nuclear radiation characteristic emitted by qualitative and quantitative analysis in major to table 2 tracking levels. Spectroscopic techniques and main applications of the main
base techniques of plasma emission applications atomic emission spectroscopy after stimulation in determination of high temperature gas plasma from metals and some non-metals mainly at the levels of tracking the release spectroscopy of atomic emission flame propagation after flame stimulation determination of alkaline and alkaline alkaline alkaline alkaline atomic absorption
spectroscopy of atomic absorption after atomization by flame or electrothermal means determination of trace metals and some non-metal atomic fluorescence spectroscopy emissions Atomic fluorescence after the former flame determines the determination of mercury and non-metal hydrides at the levels of spectroscopy of atomic X-ray emission or atomic fluorescence emission
after stimulation by electrons or determination of radiation of main and partial elemental components of metallurgical and geological samples γ spectroscopy γ beams after monitoring the nuclear stimulation of radioactive elements in ultraviolet environmental samples / spectroscopy visible electronic molecular absorption in Quantitative determination of unsaturated organic
compounds infrared spectroscopy Identification of molecular absorption of organic compounds of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy of nuclear absorption (changing spin states) identification and structural analysis of organic compounds ionization mass spectrometry and fragmentation identification of molecules and structural analysis of organic compounds 16. A3 –
Analytical techniques and methods table 3. 7. Separation techniques and main applications of the basic technique of thin-layer gas chromatography of high performance liquid electrophoresis · Qualitative analysis of mixed quality analysis of differential rates of analysis through a fixed phase with liquid or gaseous movement of mobile phase mobile phase diafal rate migration
analysis through medium quantitative buffer and qualitative determination of volatile compounds quantitative and qualitative determination of non-industrial compounds quantitative and qualitative determination of ionic compounds chemical and reactive lists to be used, laboratory devices and glass containers, and appropriate instrumentation. The quality and sources of chemicals,
including solvents, and the performance characteristics required by the instrument will also be identified as methods for obtaining a representative sample of the material to be analyzed. This is very important in obtaining meaningful results (subject A4). Preparation or pre-treatment of the sample will be followed by any necessary standardization of reagents and/or calibration
instruments under specified conditions (subject A5). Qualitative tests for analysis(s) or quantitative measurements under the same conditions as used for standards complement the practical part of the procedure. The remaining steps will be related to data processing, computational methods for quantitative analysis and analytical reporting formatting. Statistical evaluation of
quantitative data is vital in establishing the reliability and value of the data, and the use of different parameters and statistical tests is widespread (Part B). Many standard analytical methods have been published as articles in analytical journals and other scientific literature, as textbooks. Collections of guild associations are available on behalf of, for example, cosmetics, food, iron
and steel, pharmaceuticals, polymer plastics and paints, and water industries. Standards agencies and legal authorities, utility manufacturers' application notes, the Royal Society of Chemistry and the American Environmental Protection Agency are also valuable sources of standard procedures. Often, laboratories will develop their own methods at home or adapt existing methods
for specific purposes. The development of the method is a significant part of the work of most analytical laboratories and validation of the method and periodic validation is a necessity. Choosing the most appropriate analytical method should take into account the following factors: ● The purpose of Analysis, time scale required and any cost constraints; ● expected analyte level(s)
and required detection limit; ● Sample nature, available quantity and sampling preparation method; ● Accuracy required for quantitative analysis; ● Availability of reference materials, standards, chemicals and solvents, instrumentation and any special facilities; ● possible interference with quantitative detection or measurement of analytes(s) and possible need for sample cleanup
for Prevent matrix interference; 8 Part A - The nature and scope of analytical chemistry ● Selective grade available − method may be selective for a small number of analysis or specific for only one; ● Quality control and safety factors. Validation method of analytical method should be shown that reliable data, away from bias and suitable for use is considered. Most methods are
multistage procedures, and the validation process generally involves a step-by-step approach in which the experimental parameters optimized for robustness (roughness) are tested, which is sensitivity to changes in conditions, and sources of errors examined. A common approach is to start with the final measurement stage, using high purity calibration standards known for each
analyte to stabilize the performance characteristics of the detection system (as the meaning of specificity, range, quantitative response (linearity), sensitivity, stability and reproducibility). Strength in terms of temperature, humidity and pressure changes will be included at this stage, and a statistical evaluation made of repeatability of the same repeated measurements (repetition).
After that the process is extended backwards in sequence through the previous stages of the procedure, it examines that the optimal conditions and performance created for the final measurement on the calibration standards of the analytics throughout remain valid. Where it is not, the new conditions should be reviewed by procedural modification and the process repeated. A
summary of this approach is shown in Figure 1 in the form of a flow diagram. In each stage, the results are evaluated using appropriate statistical tests (part B) and compared with the previous stage tests for consistency. Where unacceptable changes arise, changes are made to procedures and the evaluation process is repeated. The overall method's performance and robustness
are ultimately tested with field trials in one or more of the usual analytical laboratories before the method is fully validated. 18. A3 - Analytical techniques and methods 9 steps 1 Detector performance characteristics for single calibration standards Stage 2 repeated process for mixed calibration analysis of stage 3 standards repeated process for calibration analysis of standards with
probable interference materials and for empty reserbing stage 4 repeated process for analyzing calibration standards with predicted matrix To evaluate the interference of stage 5 matrix, the analysis of the 'cluster' of the sample matrix is simulated. As one matrix with known values added from analyte(s), to test the recovery of stage 6 field trials in the usual laboratory with more
newcomer personnel to the rugged fig test 1. Flow chart for method validation. 19. Part A - The nature and scope of A4 S Ampering chemistry analysis and sample handling key sample notes represent the representative sample that truly reflects the composition of the material in the framework of a defined analytical issue is analyzed. Sample storage should be like preventing
adverse losses, pollution or other changes that can affect the results of the analysis, given the different time periods that may be between sample collection and analysis. A sample is sometimes required before the introductory treatment treatment before it is selected in the appropriate form for analysis by method and method. This may include separation or concentration of
analytes or the removal of matrix components that would otherwise interfere with the analysis. Sample preparation samples in general should be brought in a suitable way for measurements to be made under controlled conditions. This may include dissolving, grinding, manufacturing to a certain size and shape, pelleting or installation in a sample holder. The relevant issue of
representative sample analytical issues and methods (A2) the importance of obtaining a representative sample for analysis cannot be taken into consideration too much. Without it, the results may be meaningless or even grossly misleading. Sampling is particularly important where an ungrated material is supposed to be analyzed. It is vital that perceived analysis objectives and a
suitable sampling method have been adopted. In some circumstances, a sampling plan or strategy may require planning to optimize the value of the analytical information collected. This is especially necessary where environmental samples of soil, water or atmosphere are supposed to be collected or a complex industrial process is supposed to be monitored. Legal requirements
may also determine a sampling strategy, particularly in the food and pharmaceutical industry. A small sample taken for analysis is described as a laboratory sample. Where repetitive analysis or several different analyses are required, the laboratory sample will be divided into sub-samples that must have the same compositions. Homogeneous materials (e.k., single or mixed
solvents or solutions and most gases) generally do not provide any specific sampling problems because the composition of any small laboratory sample taken from a larger volume will represent the bulk solution. Namtgen materials must be homogenized before obtaining a laboratory sample if a medium or bulk compound is required. Conversely, where the levels of analysis are
supposed to be 20 in different parts of the material. A4 - sampling and sampling handling 11 measurements, they may need to be physically separated Laboratory samples have been taken. This is known as selective sampling. Typical examples of namtgen materials where selective sampling may be necessary include: ● Surface waters such as streams, rivers, reservoirs and



seawater, where concentrations of trace metals or organic compounds in the solution and in compounds or particulate matter each; ● Materials stored in bulk, such as grain, edible oil, or industrial organic chemicals, where physical separation (stratification) or effects Other may lead to changes in chemical composition throughout bulk; ● Ore, minerals and organics, where
information about the distribution of a particular metal or compound is followed; ● Laboratory, industrial or urban atmospheres where concentrations of toxic vapors and fumes may be localized or differ by time. Obtaining a laboratory sample to create intermediate analysis levels in a highly insignable material can be a long method. For example, sampling a large shipment of a ore
or mineral, where the economic cost of having to be determined by a very precise method, is typically approached in the following manner. (i) Relatively large parts are randomly selected from different parts of the cargo. (II) The pieces are chopped, ground into coarse granules and perfectly mixed. (iii) A conical process and frequent quadrant, with additional grinding used to
reduce particle size, until a lab-sized sample is obtained. This includes creating a conical stack of material, dividing it into four equal sections, discarding two opposing diagonal sections and forming a new conical stack of the remaining two quarters. The process is then repeated if necessary (Figure 1). 2 2 1 3 4 Figs 1. 1 2 3 4 1 3 4 a charted representation of coning and quartering
(quartering 1 and 3, or 2 and 4 discarded each time). 21. 12 Part A - The nature and scope of analytical chemistry of the distribution of toxic heavy metals or organic compounds in a ground redevelopment site presents a different problem. Here, to economist on the number of analyses, a network is supersimimed on the site, which divides it into squares of approximately one to five
meters. Samples of soil will be taken at several specified depths. A 3D representation of the distribution of each analyte on the entire site can then be produced, and any locally localed high concentrations, or hot spots, can be examined by getting more, closer, samples. Individual samples may require land, cones and quarters as part of the sampling strategy. Repeated sampling
over a period of time is a common requirement. Among its examples are continuous monitoring of a process flow in a manufacturing plant and repeated sampling of patients' body fluids for changes in levels of drugs, metabelites, sugars or enzymes, etc. during hospital treatment. Seasonal variations in pesticide, herz and fertilizer residual levels Soils and surface water, or
continuous monitoring of drinking water resources, are two other examples. After obtaining a representative sample, it must be tagged and stored in the right conditions. Sample identification through proper labeling, increasingly done using bar codes and computer-controlled optical readers, is an essential feature of sample handling. Sample storage samples often have to be
collected from remote locations from the analytical laboratory, and may take a few days or weeks before they are received by the laboratory and analyzed. In addition, the workload of many laboratories is such that incoming samples are stored for a period of time before analysis. In both cases, sample containers and storage conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, light levels and
exposure to the atmosphere) must be controlled in such a way that no significant changes occur that can affect the validity of analytical data. The following effects should be taken into account during storage: ● Increased temperature leads to loss of volatile decomposition, thermal or biological degradation, or increased chemical resopenability; Direct sunlight, which induces
photochemical reactions, photochemical decomposition or polymerization; ● Air-induced oxidation; In addition, containers may leak or allow comments to enter. A particular problem associated with samples that have very low levels (tracking and super-tracking) of analytes in the solution is the possibility of absorption losses on the walls of the container or contamination by
materials that are washed from the container by the sample solvent. Trace metals may be depleted by absorption or exchange processes if stored in glass containers, while sodium, potassium, boron and silicates can be sculed from glass to sample solution. Plastic containers should always be used for such examples. 22. A4 - Sampling and handling sample 13 conversely,
samples of solutions containing organic solvents and other organic liquids should be stored in glass containers because basic plastics or additives such as plastic makers and antioxidants may be watered from the walls of plastic containers. Samples of pretreal samples entering an analytical laboratory come in a very broad classification of physical sizes, conditions and shapes
and can include analysis of major components down to ultra-tracking levels. They can have a variable moisture content, and matrix components of samples sent to determine the same analyte(s) may also vary widely. Introductory, or pre-treatment, is often used to condition them in preparation for use The specific method of analysis or pre-focus (enrichment) analysis is now at
very low levels. Examples of pretreatments include: ● Drying at 100 to 120 °C to eliminate the effect of a variable moisture content; ● Removal or reduction of the level of matrix components that are known to interfere with the measurements of the analytes; Sample cleanup in relation to matrix interference and protection of specialized analytical equipment such as chromatography
columns and detection systems from high levels of matrix components is widely practiced using solid phase extraction cartridges (SPE) (Topic D1). Substances such as fats, fats, proteins, pigments, polymers and warp materials are particularly harmful. Sample preparation of a laboratory sample generally requires preparation for analytical measurements by treating reacters who
analyze(s) into a chemical form suitable for the selected technique and method, although in some cases it is examined directly as received or installed in the sample holder for surface analysis. If the material is easily soluble in aqueous or organic solvents, a simple dissolution step may suffice. However, many examples first require decomposition to release analyte(s) and facilitate
specific reactions in the solution. Sample solutions may need to be diluted or concentrated by enrichment so that the analites are within the desired concentration range for the method. Stabilization of solutions according to pH, ionic strength and solvent composition, and removal or masking of interfering matrix components that are not counted in any pre-treatment may also be
necessary. An internal standard for reference purposes in quantitative analysis (Topic A5 and Section B) is sometimes added to the final prescribed volume before setting. Some common methods of decomposition and dissolution are given in Table 1. 23. Part A - Nature and scope of analytical chemistry table 1. Some methods for sample decomposition and dissolution method of
sample attack type heated with concentrated inorganic acids (HCl, HNO3, Aqua Regia) or strong alkali, including geological microwave digestion, metallurgical fusion with flux (Na2O2, Na2CO3, LiBO2, KHSO4, KOH) geology, refractory materials heated with HF and H2SO4 or HClO4 silicate where SiO2 leaching acid anallite with soil HNO3 and dry oxidation by heating in the
furnace or wet oxidation with boiling with H2SO4 Focused and HNO3 or Organic matter with inorganic analysis of 24. SECTION A - THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY A5 C ALIBRATION AND STANDARDS ARE KEY TO CALIBRATION NOTES OR STANDARDIZATION OF THE PROCESS OF CREATING THE RESPONSE OF A DETECTION OR
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM TO THE KNOWN VALUES OR CONCENTRATIONS OF AN ANALITE UNDER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS, OR COMPARING A MEASURED QUANTITY WITH THE REFERENCE VALUE. Chemical standard A is a chemical standard of a material or substance with very high purity and/or compound known to standardize a resercing or calibration of a
tool. Reference Material A is the reference material of a material or substance that one or more of its properties are homogeneous enough and well established for it to be used for the calibration of the device, the evaluation of a measurement method or for the assignment of values to the material. The related subject of calibration calibration and linear regression (B4) excluding
absolute methods of analysis that includes known stevichyometric chemical reactions (for example, graviometric and titrometric determination), a calibration or standardization method is needed to establish the relationship between a measured physicochemical response to an analyte and the amount or concentration of response production analysis. The techniques and methods
in which calibration is required are frequently instrumental, and the detector's response is electrical signal. Important attention is the effect of matrix components on the analyte detector signal, which may be supers or increase, which is known as matrix effect. When this is known, matrix matching of calibration standards is necessary to simulate the expected gross composition in
the samples (i.1. matrix components are added to all analytes standards in the same values as expected in the samples). There are several methods for calibration, choosing the most suitable depending on the characteristics of the analytical technique to be used, the nature of the sample and the level of analyte(s) expected. Among them are: ● External standardization. A set of
at least four calibration standards containing known amounts or concentrations of analyte and matrix components, if needed, are either prepared from guaranteed purity laboratory chemicals (AnalaR or equivalent grade) or purchased as a ready-to-use concentrated standard. The detection system response for each standard is recorded under specified and stable conditions and
additionally for the blank, sometimes called void reactor (standard prepared in identical 25. 16 part A - the nature and scope of the analytical chemistry mode to other standards but the removal of analysis). The data are either plotted as a calibration graph or used to calculate a factor for converting the detector responses measured for analysis in samples into corresponding
masses or concentrations (Topic B4). ● In addition to the standard. ● Interior The last two calibration methods are described in Topic B4. Tools and devices used for analytical work must be properly maintained and calibrated against reference values to ensure that measurements are accurate and reliable. Performance should be checked regularly and records kept so that any
deterioration can be diagnosed and treated quickly. Controlled micropiother and microprocessor instrumentation often has internal performance checks that start automatically every time a tool is turned on. Some examples of calibration of instruments or devices include ● manual calibration of an electronic balance with certified weights; ● Calibration of volumetric glass containers
weighing pure water volume; ● Calibration of wavelength scales and absorption of spectrometers with certified propagation or absorption features; ● Calibration of temperature and electrical voltage scales or flow readouts with certified measurement equipment. Standard chemicals or materials are suitable for use as chemical standards are generally compounds or unit elements.
They should be known of composition, and high purity and stability. Many are commercially available under the name AnalaR. The basic standards, mainly used in titerimetry (part C) to standardize a reserbent (i.e. stabilize its exact concentration), must be recognized internationally and must meet the following requirements: ● Easy to obtain and maintain in high purity state and
known chemical composition; ● Non-hygroscopic and stable in the air allow accurate weight; ● Impurities typically exceed 0.02% based on weight; ● Be easily soluble in another suitable water or solvent; ● React quickly with an analyte in the solution; Primary standards are used directly in titrant methods or standardization of secondary or working standards solutions (i.or
materials that do not meet all of the above criteria, which are supposed to be subsequently used as titrants in a particular way). Chemical standards are also used as reacters for the effect of reactions with analytes before completing analysis by techniques other than titerimetry. Some of the initial standards approved for titrmetry analysis are given in Table 1. Reference materials
are used to demonstrate the accuracy, reliability and comparison of analytical results. A certified or standardized reference material (CRM or SRM) is a reference material that values one or more of its properties are certified by a valid technical procedure, along with a traceable certificate or other documentation issued by a certified body such as 26. A5 – Calibration and Standard
Table 1. 17 Some of the primary standards used in titration analysis of the initial standard titration type of sodium carbonate base acid, sodium tetraburate Na2CO3, Na2B4O7.10H2O potassium hydrogen KH(C8H4O4) Benzoic Acid, C6H5COOH Potassium Dichromate, K2Cr2O7 Potassium Iodate, KIO3 Sodium Oxalite, Na2C2O4 Silver Nitrate, Sodium Chloride AgNO3, NaCl
Zinc, Zinc Magnesium, Mg EDTA (Disodium Salt), C10H14N2O8Na2 Precipitation Redox (Silver Halide) Complexometry (EDTA) Office of Analytical Standards. CRMs or SRMs are produced in different forms and for different purposes and may contain one or more certified components, such as ● pure materials or solutions for calibration or identification; ● Matrix composition
materials known to facilitate the comparison of analytical data; ● Materials with almost known matrix composition and specified components. They have a number of main uses, including ● ● ● Validation of new methods of analysis; standardization/calibration of other reference materials; validation of standardized procedures; support for quality control and quality assurance
schemes. 27. Part A - The nature and scope of analytical chemistry A6 Q UALITY in analytical laboratories key quality control quality control note (QC) process to ensure that the operational techniques and activities used in an analytical laboratory provide appropriate results for the intended purpose. Quality Assurance Assurance (QA) combines the planned and systematic
measures necessary to provide sufficient confidence that the quality control process meets the specified requirements. This accreditation system is a system that makes it quality control and quality assurance procedures adopted by a laboratory assessed by inspection and accredited by an independent body. Topics related to quality control techniques and analytical methods (A3)
quality control and chemometry (B5) analytical data should be of high sinister quality to ensure confidence in the results. Quality Control (QC) includes a system of planned activities in an analytical laboratory, quoted by which analytical methods are monitored at each stage to confirm compliance with credible procedures and take steps to eliminate the causes of satisfactory
performance. The results are considered to be of high quality if ● they meet the specific requirements of the requested analytical work within the framework of a defined problem; ● There is confidence in their credibility; ● Work is affordable. In order to implement a QC system, it is necessary to fully understand the chemistry and operations of the analytical method and the possible
sources and magnitudes of errors at each stage. The use of topic A5 during method validation (Topic A3) ensures that the results are traceable to certified sources. QC processes should include: ● check on the accuracy and accuracy of the data using statistical tests (Part B); and repeat analyses (Topic B5); 28. A6 – Quality in Analytical Laboratories 19 ● Providing complete
documentation and tracking of results to reference materials recognized through recorded identification; ● Maintenance and calibration of instrumentation to manufacturers' specifications; ● Management and control of laboratory chemicals and other materials including checks on quality; ● adequate training of laboratory personnel to ensure understanding and competence; ●
External verification of results wherever possible; ● Laboratory accreditation by an independent organization. Ensuring the overall quality of an analytical laboratory should include providing evidence and ensuring that appropriate QC procedures for laboratory activities are properly implemented. Quality Assurance (QA) is a managerial responsibility designed to ensure that so and
to build confidence in analytical results. Part of QA is to build trust through the lab participating in inter-lab studies in which several laboratories analyze one or more identical homogeneous materials under certain conditions. Skill testing is a specific type of study to evaluate the performance of a laboratory or analyst relative to others, while method performance studies and
certification studies are conducted respectively to examine a specific analytical method or reference material. The results of such studies and their statistical evaluation enable the performance of individual participating laboratories to be shown and any deficiencies in methodology and personnel training are addressed. Accreditation system due to differences in the interpretation of
the term quality, which can be defined as fitness for purpose, QC and QA systems adopted by analysis laboratories in different industries and fields of activity can vary widely. That's why quality standards defined by a number of organizations around the world have been introduced. Laboratories can design and implement their quality systems and request to be inspected and valid
by the organization for the standard of their most appropriate activity. A number of organizations providing appropriate credit for analytical laboratories and their respective quality standards are given in Table 1. Table 1. Accreditation organizations and their quality standards name quality standards organization accreditation organization for economic cooperation and development
(OECD) good laboratory practice (GLP) International Organization for Standardization ISO 9000 series of quality standards ISO Guide 25 General requirements for calibration competence and testing laboratories European Committee for Standardization (CEN) EN 29000 series EN 45000 series British Standards Institution (BSI) BS 5750 quality standard BS 7500 series National
Measurement Accreditation Service (NAMAS) NAMAS 29. Part B – Evaluation of B1 E data In analytical measurements, the key notes, absolute and relative error measurement errors, all measurement processes are subject to measurement errors that affect numerical data and arise from different sources. Absolute error is the numerical difference between a measured value and
a real or accepted value. The relative error of absolute error is divided by actual or accepted value. It is also known as systematic errors, or biases, these generally come from determining or identifiable sources that cause the measured values to differ from a real or accepted value. Indescesent errors, also known as random errors, these come from a variety of unorthened sources
and make small random changes in a measured quantity when the measurement is repeated several times. Accumulated errors where several different measurements are combined to calculate a general analytical result, errors associated with each individual measurement contribute to a total or accumulated error. The related issue of measuring accuracy and accuracy
assessment errors (B2) causes of multiple measurement errors and their magnitude variable. This leads to uncertainties in the reported results. However, measurement errors can be minimized and some types were removed with detailed experimental design and control already. Their effects can be evaluated using statistical methods of data analysis and chemometry (subject
B5). Gross errors may arise from faulty equipment or bad laboratory practice; Proper equipment maintenance and proper training and personnel supervision should eliminate this. However, whether it's reading a barrett or thermometer, the weight of a sample or timing events, or monitoring an electrical signal or liquid current, there will always be inherent changes in the measured
parameter if readings are repeated several times under the same conditions. In addition, errors may be uncovered if the actual or accepted value is not known for comparison purposes. Errors must be controlled and evaluated so that valid analytical measurements are made and reported. The reliability of such data should be shown so that an end user can have an acceptable
degree of confidence in the results of an analysis. 30. 22 Absolute and relative errors part B - Evaluation of absolute error data, EA, in measurement or result, xM, by EA = xM equation - xT where xT is given real or accepted value. Examples in Figure 1 have been shown in which a 200 mg aspirin standard has been analyzed several times. Absolute errors from -4 mg to +10 mg.
Relative error, ER, in a measure or result, xM, is often given by the ER =(xM-xT)/xT equation, ER is expressed as a relative error percentage, 100ER. Therefore, for aspirin results shown in Figure 1, relative error from -2% to +5%. Relative errors are particularly useful for comparing different big results. Aspirin (mg) 195 200 205 210 –5 0 5 Error (EA; mg) 10 –2.5 0 2.5 Relative
error (ER; %) 5 figs 1. Determination of absolute and relative errors in the analysis of an aspirin standard. There are three basic sources of decisive or systematic errors leading to bias in measured values or results: ● analyst or operator; ● Equipment (device and instrumentation) and laboratory environment; ● Method or method. The errors of this type should be eliminateed by
careful observation and record maintenance, equipment maintenance and training of laboratory personnel. Operator errors can be made through carelessness, inadequate training, illness or disability. Equipment errors include sub-standard volumetric glass containers, defective or worn mechanical components, incorrect electrical signals and a poor or inadequate controlled
laboratory environment. Method or procedural errors resulting from insufficient validation of the method is the application of a method to samples or concentration levels that are not appropriate or unexpected changes in the characteristics of the sample that affect the measurements. Decisive errors leading to a value or result above a true or accepted one are said to indicate a
positive bias; Especially large errors are described as egregious errors; 31. B1 - Errors in analytical measurements of 23 determination errors can fit the sample size taken for analysis. If so, they will have the same effect on the magnitude of a result regardless of the sample size, and thus it can be difficult to identify their presence. For example, copper(II) can be determined by
titration after reaction with potassium iodine to release iodine according to the equation 2Cu2+ 4I- Æ 2CuI + I2, however, the reaction is not specific to copper(II) and each iron(III) present in the sample will react the same way. The results are shown to determine copper in an alloy containing 20%, but also contains 0.2% of iron in Figure 2 for a range of sample sizes. The same
absolute error of +0.2% or a relative error of 1% (as meaning a positive bias) occurs due to the existence of iron regardless of the sample size. This type of error may go uncovered unless the sample components and chemistry of the method are known. Found copper (%) 21 Positive Bios 20 Real Value 19 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Sample Size (g) Figure 2. Effect of proportional
error on copper determination by titration in the presence of iron. Fixed determinant errors are independent of sample size, and therefore become less noticeable as sample size increases. For example, where an visual indicator is used in a volumetric procedure, a small amount of titrant is required to change color at the end point, even in an empty solution (e.g. when the solution
does not contain any of the species to be specified). This indicator is empty (subject C5) Regardless of the size of the headline when the species is being determined there. So the relative error decreases with the magnitude of the headline, as shown graphically in Figure 3. So, for an empty 0.02 cubic centimeter index, the relative error for a 1 cm cubic headline is 2%, but this only
falls to 0.08% for a 25cm cubic headline. Indesibly errors, also known as random errors, are caused by random fluctuations in measured quantities that always occur even in close controlled conditions. It is impossible to completely eliminate them, but they can be minimized with precise experimental design and control. Environmental factors such as temperature, pressure and
humidity, and electrical properties such as current, voltage and resistance are all susceptible to small continuous and random changes described as noise. This contributes to an indesinent overall error per 32. 24 Part B – Evaluation of relative error of data (%) 2.5 2 1.5 1 0.5 0 0 10 20 30 Headline Size (cm3) Figure 3. The effect of a constant error on different big headlines.
Physical or physicochemical measurements, but no specific source can be identified. A series of measurements performed under the same prescribed conditions and graphically shown are known as frequency distributions. The frequency of occurrence of any experimental value is plotted as a function of error magnitude or deviation from the average value or average. For
analytical data, values are often distributed symmetrically about the average value, the most common of which is normal error or Gaussian distribution curve. The curve (Figure 4) shows that ● Small errors are greater than large errors, ● Positive and negative errors are equally likely, and ● The maximum curve matches the average value. The frequency of occurrence of any
deviation of normal error curve is the basis of a number of statistical tests that can be used on analytical data to assess the effects of indescent errors, compare values and create confidence levels in the results (subjects B2 and B3). – Fig 4. 0 deviation from average, μ error or Gauss distribution curve. + 33. B1 – Errors accumulated in analytical measurements of errors 25 errors
are associated with each measurement made in an analytical method, and this will be collected as a result of the final calculation. Aggregation or dissemination of errors is similarly treated for both decisive (systematic) and indesent (random) errors. Decisive (systematic) errors can be positive or negative, so some error cancellations are likely to be a general determining error in
calculations, and in some cases this may be zero. The overall error is calculated using one of two alternative phrases, which is ● where only a linear combination of individual measurements is required to calculate the result, the overall absolute determinant error, ET, by ET = E1 + E2 + E3 + ....... given E1 and E2 etc., absolute determining In individual measurements taking the ●
mark where a multiplier expression is required to calculate the result, the overall relative determinant error, ETR, by ETR = E1R + E2R + E3R + ....... E1R and E2R etc., relative determinant errors in individual measurements taking into account signatures. The accumulated effect of indescent errors (random) is calculated by combining statistical parameters for each measurement
(Topic B2). 34. Part B - Evaluation of B2 SSESSMENT data of accuracy and accuracy of key points accuracy and standard deviation of standard deviation of standard deviation of variance gathered the overall accuracy of the confidence interval related to the accuracy of the subject accuracy and accuracy of the accuracy of the nearness of the experimental measurement or the
result to the actual or accepted value. The accuracy of the agreement closeness between repeated measurements or results obtained under the same prescribed conditions. The standard deviation is a set of values of a statistic based on the ordinary error curve (Gauss) and is used as a measure of accuracy. Relative standard deviation (coefficient of variation) is a standard
deviation that is expressed as a percentage of the measured value. A standard deviation can be calculated for two or more data sets by collecting values to give a more reliable measure of accuracy. This square is a standard deviation that is used in some statistical tests. An estimate of the overall accuracy of an analytical procedure can be done by combining the accuracy of
individual measurements. This range of values revolves around an experimental result in which real or accepted value is expected to lie with a defined level of probability. Errors in analytical measurements (B1) of these two features of numerical data are the most important and often confused. It is vital to understand the difference between them, and this is the best chart as shown
in Figure 1. Four analysts each made a series of five titrations, with the right headline known as 20.00 cubic centimeters. The headlines are plotted on a linear scale, revealing the inspection of the following: ● Average headlines for B and D analysts are very close to 20.00 cm3 - so the two sets are said to have good accuracy; ● Average headlines for analysts A and C are above
and below 20.00 cm3 respectively - so these are said to have poor accuracy; ● Five headlines for analysts A and five for analysts D Close to each other inside each set - these two sets so both show good accuracy; ● Five headlines for Analyst B and Five for Analyst C are widely spread inside each set – these two sets are therefore both showing poor accuracy. 35. B2 - Assess
the accuracy and accuracy of 27 correct results of B C D 19.70 20.00 Fig Headline 1. 20.30 (cm3) draws titration data for accurate and accurate detection. It should be noted that good accuracy does not necessarily produce well (Analyst A) and poor accuracy do not necessarily produce poor accuracy (Analyst B). However, confidence in analytical methodology and results is
greater when good accuracy can be shown (Analyst D). Accuracy is generally a more important feature of quantitative data that needs to be evaluated, although consistency, as accurately measured, is of particular concern in some situations. Correctness is a term associated with accuracy that describes the closeness of the agreement between the average of a large number of
results and a real or accepted reference value. The required degree of accuracy depends on the context of the analytical issue; For example, one outcome may be satisfactory if within 10% of a real or accepted value while another may need to be within 0.5%. By repeating a multiple analysis and computing an average value for the result, the accuracy level will improve, provided
that no systematic errors (biases) have occurred. Accuracy cannot be established with certainty where a real or accepted value is not known, as is often the case. However, statistical tests indicate the accuracy of a result with the possibility given to be widely used (wade infrared). Accuracy that measuring the changing or dispersal within a set of repeated values or results obtained
under the same prescribed conditions can be evaluated in several ways. Expansion or range (in other words, the difference between the highest and lowest value) is sometimes used, but the most popular method is to estimate the standard deviation of data (infrared wade). The accuracy of the results obtained in a working session is known as repeatability or in-performance
accuracy. The accuracy of the results obtained during a series of working sessions is known as reproducibility or accuracy between runs. Sometimes it is necessary to separate contributions made to the overall accuracy by within the implementation and 36. 28 Part B - Evaluating the data between runs changing. It may also be important to create the accuracy of individual steps in
an analysis. It is the most used measure of accuracy and is a parameter of natural error or Gauss curve (Topic B1, Fig. 4). Figure 2 shows two curves for frequency distribution of two theoretical sets of data, each of which has an infinite number of values and is known as a statistical population. Frequency of occurrence of any standard deviation sd = s2 s1 &gt; s2 sd = s1 – m
deviation from average + fig 2. Normal error or Gaussian curves for frequency distributions of two statistical populations with different expansions. The maximum in each curve matches the average population, which for these examples has the same value, m. However, the spread of values for the two sets is quite different, and this is reflected in half the widths of the two curves in
the infestation points, which, by definition, Standard deviation, s. As s2 is much less than s1, the accuracy of the second set is much better than the first set. The absisa scale can be calibrated in absolute units or, more typically, as positive and negative deviations from the average, m. In general, the smaller the spread of values or deviations, the smaller the value s, and therefore
the better the accuracy. In practice, real values m and s can never be recognized because they relate to a population of infinite size. However, an assumption is made that a small number of experimental values or a statistical sample drawn from a statistical population are also distributed _ typically or almost more. Experimental average, x, from a set of values x1, x2, x3,....... xn is
therefore considered an estimate of the actual or demographic average, m, and the standard deviation of experimental, s, is an estimate of the actual or demographic standard deviation, s. A useful feature of the normal error curve is that regardless of the magnitude of m and s, the area under the curve within the limits defined on the sides of m (usually expressed in several times
as much as ±s) is a constant ratio of the total area. This, which is expressed as a percentage of the total area, suggests that a certain percentage of the population will be found between those limits. That's how approximately 68% of the area, and therefore the population, will be 37. B2 - Assessing the accuracy and accuracy of 29 found in ±1s of average, almost 95% will be found
within ±2s and approximately 99.7% within ±3s. The levels are practically easier, as shown in Figure 3, corresponding to 90%, 95% and 99% of the population, defined by ±1.64, ±1.96 and ±2.58, respectively. Many statistical tests are based on these probability levels. 90% –1.29s –4s –3s –2s –1s Relative Frequency (y/N) Relative Frequency (y/N) 80% +1.29s 0 0 1s 2s 3s 4s –
1.64s –4s –3s –2s –1s –1.96s –4s –3s –2s –1s 1s 1 s 0 1s 2s 3s 4s 99% relative frequency (y/n) relative frequency (y/n) 95% +1.64s +1.96s 0 1s 1 1s 2s 3s 4s –2.58s –4s –3s –2s –1s +2.58s 0 1s 2s 3s 4s figs. 3. Proportions of a population are about defined by the average. The standard deviation value of the population, s, is given by the formula s= Ί Α (x −m) � i=N i2 i=1 ᎏᎏ N
(1), in which the xi represents each individual value in the population and N is the total number of values, absolutely infinite. The sum symbol, S, is used to indicate that a number of equations is summed up for i = 1 to i = n of the squares deviations of the person's x values from the meaning population, m. For very large sets of data (as such, when N &gt;50), it may be justifiable
that using this formula as the difference between s and s will then be negligible. However, most analytical data include sets of values less than ten and often as small as three. Therefore, a modified formula is used to calculate an estimated standard _ deviation, s, to replace s, and to replace the experimental average, x, to replace the average population, m=Ί_Α(x). x) � i=N i=1 2
ᎏᎏ N−1 (2) 38. 30 Section B – Data evaluation note that N in the section replaces N-1, known as the number of degrees of freedom, and is defined as the number of independent deviations _ (xi −x) used to calculate s. For a single data set, this is always a number less than the number in the set because when N-1 known deviations last i=N_one can be seduced as, taking the
mark, Α (xi−x) should be zero (see i=1 example 1 below). In short, calculating an estimated standard deviation, s, for a small number of values includes the following steps: ● ● ● ● ● Calculate an experimental average; calculate the deviations of individual xi values from the average; to separate and sum deviations; divided by the number of degrees of freedom, N - 1, and taking
the square root of the result. Note that if N was used in the determinant, the calculated value s would be an underestimate s. Standard estimated deviations are easily achieved using a calculator that includes statistical function keys or with one of many computer software packages. However, it is useful to be able to perform a step-by-step escatial calculation, and an example using
the five-headline collection repeated by Analyst A (Fig 1) is shown below. Example 1 xi /cm3 Â _ x (xi − x) (xi − x)2 20.16 20.22 20.18 20.20 20.24 101.00 20.20 -0.04 +0.02 -0.02 0.00 +0.04 1.6 × 10-3 4 × 10-4 4 × 10-4 0 1.6 × 10-3 4 ¥ 10-3 sϭ Relative standard deviation 4 × 10 ᎏᎏ Ί�� = 0.032 cm 4 −3 3 The relative standard deviation, RSD or sr, is also known as the coefficient
of variation, CV. ۳  _ ) هجیتن ای  طسوتم  رادقم  زا  یدصرد  ناونع  هب  لومعم  روط  هب  تسا و  یبسن  تقد  یریگ  هزادنا  نیا  ) sr ϭ (s/x) × ۱۰۰ یبسن یاطخ  کی  زا  یا  هنومن  دوش  یم  نایب   (Topic B1) تسا دیفم  هدش ) رشتنم   ) هتشابنا یاهاطخ  هبساحم  رد  و  توافتم ، دحاو  ای  ردق  یاه  هداد  زا  ییاه  هعومجم  نیب  هسیاقم  یارب  هژیو  هب  تسا و  . RSD for data is given in example 1 below. Example 2 0.032 sr ϭ ᎏᎏ × 100 =
0.16% 20.20 39. B2 – Assessing the accuracy and accuracy of pooled standard deviation 31 where replication samples are analyzed in a number of cases under the same prescribed conditions, an improved estimate of standard deviation can be achieved by collecting data from individual sets. The general formula for standard deviation gathered, spooled, is given by the
expression spooled = Ί _ _ _ _ ���� Α (x − x) + Α (x − x) + Α (x − x) i=N1 i 1 1 2 i=1 i=N2 i2 i=N3 2 i=1 3 i=Nk 2 i=1 i=1 k 2 ᎏᎏᎏᎏᎏᎏ i=k ΑN=k(4) i=1 _ where N1, N2, N3... Nk numbers results in each of the k sets, and x1, x2, _ x3, .. xk is the means for each of the k sets. The standard deviation square variance, s2, or estimated standard deviation, s2, is used in a number of
calculations and statistical tests, such as for calculating accumulated errors (published) (Topic B1 and below) or when comparing the accuracy of two from the data (subject B3). In general, the accuracy of accidental errors accumulated in an analytical method contributes to the overall accuracy. Where the calculated result is derived by adding or subtracting individual values, the
overall accuracy can be found with the sum of variance of all measurements as provided an estimate of the overall standard deviation, e.g. soverall = ͙�s 2 2 2 ෆෆෆ 1 + s2 + s3 + ... � in a titranttric method, Bort should be read twice, and the error associated with each reading should be considered in estimating overall accuracy. If the reading error has an estimated standard
deviation of 0.02 cm3, then note the overall estimated standard deviation of titration by soverall = �0.02 + 0.02 ͙ෆෆෆ� ϭ 0.028 cm 2 2 3 note that this is less than twice the estimated standard deviation of a single reading. The overall deviation of the weight standard is estimated based on similar differences. If the calculated result is derived from a multiplication expression, the
overall relative accuracy is found by summing up the squares of the relative standard deviations of all measurements, i.e. sr(general) = the confidence interval �s+ s+s+. ͙ෆෆෆ� 2 r1 2 r2 2 r3 the actual or accepted average set of experimental results is generally unknown except where a certified reference material is being reviewed or analyzed for calibration purposes. In all other
cases, an estimate accu_ the experimental average, x, _must is estimated. This can be done by defining a range of values on either side of x, within which the actual average is expected to be m, with a defined level of probability of lies. This range, which ideally should be as narrow as possible, is based on standard deviation and is known as 40. 32 Part B - Assessing the gap in
confidence of data, CI, and upper and lower limits of the range as confidence constraints, CL. Confidence constraints can be calculated using standard deviation, s, if it is known, or standard deviation estimated, s, for data. In both cases, a probability level should be defined, otherwise the test has no value. When standard deviation is already known from the out of date, confidence
constraints are given by the equation _zs CL(m) = x ± ᎏ ͙N ෆ (5) where z is a statistical factor related to the required probability level, usually 90%, 95% or 99%. The z values for these levels are 1.64, 1.96 and 2.58, respectively, and match the standard deviation shown in Figure 3. Where an estimated standard deviation is supposed to be used, s is replaced with s, which must first
be calculated from current data. Then the confidence limits are given by the equation _ts CL(m) = x ± ᎏ ͙N ෆ (6) where z is replaced with an alternative statistical factor, t, also corresponds to the probability level but is additionally determined by the number of degrees of freedom for the dataset, for example one less than the number of results. It should be noted that ෆ (I) have
confidence It fits inversely with ͙N, and (ii) the higher the probability level selected, the greater the confidence interval as both z and t increase. The 100 percent probability level is meaningless, as the confidence limit should then be ±. The following examples show the calculation of confidence limits using each of the two formulas. For example 3 chloride contents of water samples
have been determined by a very large number of times using a specific method, and the standard deviation found to be 7 ppm. Further analysis of a specific sample gave experimental values of 350 ppm for a single determination, in order to make two replications and mean four replications. Using equation (5), and at a probability level of 95%, z = 1.96 and confidence limits: 1.96 ×
7 1 determination CL(m) = 350 ± ᎏ = 350 ± 14 ppm ͙1 ෆ 2 Set 1.96 × 7 CL(m) = 350 ± ᎏ = 350 ± 10 ppm ͙2 ෆ 4 set 1.96 × 7 CL(m) = 350 ± ᎏ = 350 ± 7 ppm7 ± ᎏ = 350 ± 7 ppm7 ͙4 ෆ example 4 the same chloride analysis for example 3, but using a new method for which standard deviation was not known, gave the following repeat results, the average and standard deviation
estimated: 41. B2 – Evaluation of accuracy and accuracy of 33 chloride/ppm average standard deviation estimated 346 359 350 351.67 ppm 6.66 ppm using equation (6), and at a probability level of 95%, t = 4.3 for two degrees of freedom, and confidence limits are: 3 determination 4.3 × 6.66 CL(m) = 352 ± ᎏᎏ = 352 ± 17 ppm ͙3 ෆ Broader limits given by equation (6) when
standard deviation is estimated with only three results represents much greater uncertainty associated with this value, which in turn affects confidence in degrees of accuracy. To show good accuracy, the confidence interval, CI, must be as small as possible and an increase in the number of iterations will clearly achieve this. However, ෆ given the so-called ͙N in determinant, to
reduce the gap by, say, one factor of the two needs to increase the number of reps represented by a factor of four for example 3. Unfortunately, the law on reducing returns applies here, so if CI is to be halved again, the number of iterations should increase from four to sixteen. Similarly, in example 4, the number of iterations had to be increased from three to twelve to halve CI,
which would represent an unacceptable amount of time and money for most analytical laboratories. 42. Part B - Evaluation of B3 S IGNIFICANCE data test key points test the importance of Outliers these statistical tests used to compare individual values or set values for significant differences. The measurement or outcome that appears to differ significantly from others in the
same set of iterations is described as pert. Q-test The Q-test is used to determine whether to reject or maintain a suspicious outing. F-test The F-test enables the accuracy of two data sets to be compared using their variances. t-test t-test is used Two experimental meanings, an experimental average with a known value or a set of pairs of experimental values. Analysis of the
variance of the subject associated with the F-test importance test can be applied to several sets of data to evaluate and compare different sources of changing. Accuracy and accuracy assessment (B2) importance test includes a comparison between a calculated experimental agent and a tabulation factor determined by the number of values in the experimental data set(s) and the
selected probability level, which is the correct conclusion. They are used for a variety of purposes, such as: ● to check individual values in a set of data for the presence of decisive errors (bias); Experiments are based on an absurd hypothesis - a hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the values being compared. The hypothesis is accepted if the calculated
empirical factor is less than the corresponding tabulation factor, otherwise it is rejected and it is said that there is a significant difference between the values at the selected probability level. Conclusions should always be clearly and unambiguously stated. Probability levels of 90%, 95% and 99% are generally considered suitable for most purposes, but it should be remembered that
there are also 10%, 5% or 1% probabilities, valid from opposing conclusions. For example, if a test shows that the empty hypothesis is correct and there is no significant difference between the two values at the 95% probability level, it also allows for a significant difference at the 5% level. 43. B3 - The importance of testing 35 separate table values for some test factors of
importance have been compiled for what is described as a tail and two test tails. The exact purpose of the comparison to be made determines which table to use. ● Test one tail or to establish whether an experimental value is used significantly more than another OR the other way around. ● The two-tail test is used to establish whether there is a significant difference between the
two values being compared, whether one is higher or lower than the other that has not been determined. The two-tail test is by far the most used. Examples are provided below. Perth's inspection of a set of repeated measurements or results may indicate that one or more remain significantly higher or lower than and appears to be out of bounds expected from the inherent effects
of indetertentible (random) errors alone. Such values are called pert, or suspicious values, because they are likely to be biased due to a decisive error. In cases, the source of the error may already be known or it has been discovered in the review, and perth(s) can be ruled out without recourse statistical test . But not repeatedly, and a test of significance such as the Q test should
apply to a suspect value to determine whether it should be rejected and therefore not included in any further statistical calculations or assessments of the data. Q-test Also known as Dixon's Q-test, this is one of several that have been devised to test suspected outliers in a set of replicates. This includes calculating a ratio, Qexptl, defined as the absolute difference between a
suspicious value and the closest value divided into it by extending all values in the set: /(largest value − smallest value) Qexptl =  dubious value − the nearest value is Qexptl  and then compared with a tabulation value, Qtab, at a selected level of probability, usually 90% or 95%, for a set of n values (Table 1). If Qexptl is less than Qtab, then the empty hypothesis that there is no
significant difference between the value of the suspect and other values in the set is accepted, and the suspect value is maintained for further data processing. However, if Qexptl is more than qutab, then the value of the suspect is regarded as pert and rejected. A rejected value should not be used in the remaining calculations. Table 1. critical values Q at the level of 95% (P =
0.05) for a two-tailed test sample size critical value 4 5 6 7 8 0.831 0.717 0.621 0.570 0.524 example 1 four repeat values were obtained for determination of pesticide in river water 0.403, 0.410, 0.401, 0.380 mg dm-3 44. 36 Part B - Evaluation of data inspection of data shows that 0.380 mg of dm-3 pert is possible. Qexptl = 0.380 - 0.401 /(0.410 - 0.380) = 0.021/0.03 = 0 .70
Qtab = 0.83 for four values at a 95% probability level as Qexptl is less than Qtab, 0.380 mg dm-3 Perth is not at 95% level and should be maintained. Example 2 If, in Example 1, three additional values of 0.400, 0.413 and 0.411 mg dm-3 were included, 0.380 mg dm-3 is still possible. Qexptl = 0.380 - 0.400 /(0.413 - 0.380) = 0.020/0.033 = 0.033 61 Qtab = 0.57 for seven values
at the 95% probability level now, as Qexptl is greater than Qtab, 0.380 mg dm-3 Perth at 95% level and should be rejected. Note that since the three additional amounts are all about 0.4 mg dm-3, the dubious value of 0.380 mg dm-3 seems even more abnormal. The F-test is used to compare the accuracy of two data sets that may originate from two analysts in a laboratory, two
different methods of analysis for an analysis or results from two different laboratories. One statistic, F, in proportion to population variances, s12/s22, or sample variance, s12/s22, is defined from two data sets where the larger variance is always placed in a number so that F ≥1. If the empty assumption is correct, the variances are equal and the value F will be one or very close to
it. In the case of the Q test, an experimental value called Fexptl is calculated and compared with a tabulation value, Ftab, A defined probability level, usually 90% or 95%, and for the number of degrees of freedom, N-1, for each data set. If Fexptl is less than Ftab, then the empty hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the two variances and therefore between the
accuracy of the two data sets is accepted. However, if Fexptl is more than Ftab, there is a significant difference between the two variances and therefore between the accuracy of the two data sets. Some Ftab values are given at a 95% probability level in Table 2. The columns in the table match the number of degrees of freedom for the data numbers set, while the rows match the
number of degrees of freedom for the determining set. Two versions of the table are available depending on the exact comparative purpose that needs to be done: one Ftest one tail will show whether the accuracy of one data set is significantly better than the other, while an F-2-tail test will show whether the two accuracy differ significantly. Table 2. Critical F values at the level of
95% (P = 0.05) for a double-tailed test n1 5 7 9 n2 5 7 9 7.146 5.285 4.. 484 6.853 4.995 4.197 6.681 4.823 4.026 n1 = Number of degrees of freedom number. n2 = the number of degrees of freedom 45. B3 - Test the importance of 37 use of two tail f tests that are shown for example below. Example 3 A proposed new method for determining sulfate in an industrial wastewater is
compared to an existing method and gives the following results: Method Mean/g dm-3 No. From repetition No. From the degree of freedom s/mg dm-3 existing new 72 72 8 8 7 7 3.38 1.50 Is there a significant difference between the accuracy of the two methods? Fexptl ϭ • s2 existing 2 s new (3.38)2 ϭ ᎏ ϭ 5.08 (1.50)2 table value of two tails for F with 1 7 degrees freedom for
both numerical and denominable F7,7 = 5.00 at a probability level of 95% as Fexptl is greater than Ftab, the absurd hypothesis is rejected; Two methods are giving significantly different accuracy. T-test is used to compare the experimental average of two data sets or to compare the experimental average of a set of data with a known or reference value. A statistic, t, depending on
the circumstances, is defined by one of the three alternative equations. _ Comparison of two empirical meanings, xA and xB_ 1 ±2 (xA − xB) NM t=ᎏ× ᎏ N+M spooled � � (1) where spooled is the standard estimated deviation (subject B2) for sets A and B, and N and M are the numbers of values in sets A and B, respectively. If N =M, then the second term reduces to (N/2) • . A
simplified version of equation (4), Topic B2, can be used to calculate spooled because there are only two data sets. 1 spooled = Ά 2 ̈ ́é (N − 1)s2 + (M − 1)s2 / N + M − 2 A B ̈·́ 1±2 (2) In some circumstances, the use of equation (1) may not be suitable for comparing two experimental means. Examples of when it might be ● The sample value is so limited that it allows only one
determination by each of the two methods; ● Samples are supposed to be analyzed over a long period of time when similar test conditions cannot be guaranteed. It may therefore be essential or convenient to pair results (one of each method) and use t-pair testing where t is defined by 46. 38 Part B – Data evaluation _ xd t= ᎏ ×N's sd 1 (3) 2 _ xd is the average difference between
the paired values and the estimated standard deviation sd of the differences. Comparing an experimental average with a known value, m_ (x−m) t=ᎏ ×N's 1 (4) 2 is calculated using the appropriate equation, an experimental value, texptl, and compared with a tabulation value ttab, at the defined probability level, usually between 90 and 99%, and for N - 1 degree of freedom
(equations (3) and (4)) or (N+M - 2) degrees of freedom (equation (1)). If texptl is less than ttab, then there is no empty hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the two experimental or between the experimental average and that a known value is accepted, i.e. there is no evidence of bias. However, if the texptl is greater than ttab, there is a significant difference
that indicates a bias. Both one-tailed and two-tail t-tests can be used depending on the condition, but two tails are often preferred (Table 3). The application of all three t-test equations is shown with the following examples. Table 3. Critical values of t at the level of 95% and 99% (P = 0.05 and 0.01) for the two-tail test, the number of degrees of freedom 95% level 99% level 2 5 10
18 4.30 2. 57 2.23 2.10 9.92 4.03 3.10 2.88 Example 1 Two methods for determination of poly aromatic hydrocarbons in soils were compared with the analysis of a standard with the following results: No. of determinations by each method: No. of degrees of freedom: UV spectrophotometry: Fluorimetry: 10 18 _ x = 28.00 mg kg-1 _ x = 26.25 mg kg-1 s = 0.30 mg kg-1 s = 0.23 mg
kg-1 Do the mean results for the two methods different significantly? The equation (2) is used for the first time to calculate a standard pool deviation: spooled = Ά é ́ ́· = {(9 ± 0.3 + 9 ± 0.23)/0 18} 1 (N −1)s2+ (M −1)s2 / N+M − 2 A B 2 2 2 1 2 2 spooled = 0.267 mg kg−1 Then equation (1) is used to evaluate texptl _ _ ( xA − xB) NM = texptl = ᎏᎏ × ᎏ = {(28.0 - 26.25)/0.267} ¦ 5 =
14.7 spooled N+M � � 1 2 2 for 18 degrees of freedom, the two-tailed value of ttab at the 95% prob is 2.10, And at 99% level it's 2.88. 47. B3 - The importance test of 39 as texptl is greater than ttab at both 95 and 99% probability levels, there is a significant difference between the instruments of the two methods. For example, two new high performance liquid chromatography
methods were compared for determination of ephedrine-like in a pharmaceutical product at two different levels. An established method with the following results: Ephedrine-like per dose (mg) Method 1 Method 2 59.9 58.6 59.3 58.3 60. 4 60.5 30.7 29.4 30.2 30.4 30.1 28.9 Does the two-method tool make a significant difference? Since the two ephedrine-like levels differ
significantly, the equation (3) is used for a paired t-test to calculate texptl. The difference between pairs of values of 1.3, 1.0, -0.1, 1.3, -0.2 and 1.2 mg per dose, and the estimated standard deviation of differences from their average is 0.750 mg per dose of 0.706 mg per dose. Replacing these values gives the equation _ xd texptl = ᎏᎏ × N = (0.750/0.706) ¦ 6 ¦ = 2.60 sd 1 1 2 2
for 5 degrees of freedom, the amount of two ttab tails at the probability level is 95% 2.57. Since texptl is more than ttab, there is a significant difference between the two methods. (Note: Using equation (1) gives texptl value of 0.08 and incorrect conclusions.) Example 3, a method for determining mercury by atomic absorption spectroscopy gave values of 400, 385 and 382 ppm for
a standard known to contain 400 ppm. Is the average value significantly different from the actual value, or is there evidence of systematic error (bias)? _ s = 9.64 ppm m = 400 ppm x = 389 ppm using equation (4) to evaluate texptl _ (x − m) (389 − 400) texptl = ᎏ × N • = ᎏᎏ × 3 • = 1.98 9.64 s 1 2 1 1 2 for 2 degrees of freedom, the amount of two tails ttab is 4.30 at a 95%
probability level. Since texptl is less than the amount of two ttab tails, the average is not significantly different from the actual value. So there is no evidence of systematic error, or bias. Analysis of variance, also known as ANOVA, is a statistical technique for investigating different sources of changing conditions associated with a series of results. This enables the effect of each
source to be evaluated separately and compared with other(s) using F. indesinent or random error tests affecting all measurements, but additional sources of changing may also arise. Additional resources can be divided into two types: 48. 40 Part B – Evaluation of data ● Additional random effects, described as random effect factors; Where there may be an additional effect, one-
way ANOVA is used, while for two additional effects, two-way ANOVA is suitable. Both include much longer calculations of simpler tests of importance, but features are available for this with computer packages like Microsoft Excel and Minitab. Typical examples of ANOVA use include: ● Analysis of an insignified substance where variation in composition is an additional random
factor; Provide an additional fixed effect factor. Agent.
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